Before Candling
Register all hatching eggs received

Hatchtrack automated barcoding technology
minimises data entry while allowing you to record
every event in the hatchery journey. Hatchtrack
automatically gathers data that supports effective
stock management, from egg ordering through to
delivery of day-old chicks. Our system also allows
you to boost productivity, reduce errors and cut
costs. An integrated report designer offers a range of
options for presenting information to management,
customers, auditors and other users.
The Hatchtrack solution consists of a SQL Server
database, software modules, and industrial hardware,
such as PCs, barcode scanners and label printers.
Farm label printing
Labels can be printed for each egg-producing farm,
house and flock. These labels, usually delivered by

Hatchtrack. Knows where your chick goes.

drivers picking up the eggs, contain all known required
information, such as name, address and flock
registration number. Furthermore, each label contains
a unique ID, in text as well as barcode format.
The farmer places one label on each pallet of
ungraded eggs and can add the date of lay and the
quantity of eggs.

Receive
Farm barcode labels are scanned when trucks with
hatching eggs are unloaded at the hatchery.
The first label creates an Egg Purchase Order for
that particular farm and house. Information on
the delivery form and labels, such as date of lay
or number of cracks, can now be captured in
the Hatchtrack database and the stock of hatching
eggs increases.
If no label is available, for example when the egg
supplier is not a contracted farmer, a new label can
be printed here.
Benefits

• Unified labelling and identification of all
incoming trolleys/pallets with hatching eggs

• Real-time accurate inventory of hatching eggs
• No manual data entry errors
• Data synchronization with existing ERP systems

Transfer hatching eggs to setter trolley
Barcode labels are scanned again when eggs are

Hatchtrack is a flexible, easy and secure method of

transferred to setter trolleys. The patented Eggs Cargo

tracking and tracing hatching eggs and day-old chicks

Identifier (ECI) tag, with its unique barcode, is linked to

at every hatchery stage. The technology, based on
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verification software, barcode tags and tag readers,
makes it easy to exchange data with hatchery
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management and existing ERP systems.

Once all hatching eggs are transferred, individual setter
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challenges, or find out how we can help you?
Get in touch today!
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